
        (Official Emblem)                  Form Por. Khor. 01 
Record Pertaining to Making Arrest 

------------------------------------- 

                     Made at.......................................................... 
              Date......... Month ..................... Year........... 

        Today at...........hrs., the competent officers under the Warehouse, Silo and Cold Storage Act, 
B.E. 2558 (2015) consisting of ............................................................................................................................... 
....................................................................................................................................................................................... 
jointly arrest  (1) ....................................................................................................................................................... 
                    (2) ..................................................................................................................................................... 
                                                                                      in a total of......................men/women 
together with exhibits which are (1) .................................................................................................................... 
                                              (2) ................................................................................................................... 
                                              (3) ................................................................................................................... 
in the accused circumstances that……………………………....................................................................................., 
and also inform the arrested (s) that the arrested (s) is/are eligible to make or not make 
statement (s), the statement (s) of the arrested (s) may be used as evidence at a trial, and         
the arrested (s) has/have the right (s) to see and consult a counsel or a person who will become    
a counsel. The arrested (s) has/have acknowledged the accusation of offence and the aforesaid 
right (s) of the arrested (s). The place of committing the offence is......................................... No.........., 
Alley/Lane.............................................., Road........................................., Sub-district........................................, 
District.........................................., Province..................................................., Telephone.......................... 
The competent officers who make the arrest have taken the arrested (s) together with             
the exhibits (if any) to the authorized officer in charge of the settlement of a case for proceeding 
the settlement of a case, in the accusation of ............................................................................................. 
In making the arrest, the competent officers have already enquired the arrested (s); and         
the arrested (s) made the statement (s) that ............................................................................. ................. 
 In making this arrest, the competent officers neither compel nor intimidate the arrested (s). 
And they do not cause any harm to the arrested’ s body and mind. In addition, the competent officers 
do not call for, receive, agree to receive things or any other property to be for their own benefit 
or for other person’s benefit in any way. 
 This Record has already been read to the arrested (s) thoroughly. The arrested (s) 
has/have accepted that it is correct. The copy of the Record Pertaining to Making Arrest           
has already been handed over to the arrested (s). The arrested (s) therefore write (s) his/her/their 
signature (s) as evidence. 

(Signed).............................................Arrested Person (s) 

(Signed).............................................Competent Officer Making 
the Arrest 

(Signed).............................................Competent Officer Making 
the Arrest 

(Signed).............................................Competent Officer Making 
the Arrest/Record/Read 

(Signed).............................................Witness 
(Signed).............................................Witness 

Having already received the copy of 
the Record Pertaining to Making Arrest  

 
 

(Signed)................................Arrested Person (s) 
(..............................) 
......./............./........ 


